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Stay up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! While cats practically have their own talent agents today to start careers (usually on social media), they can't really get famous without their equally famous owners. We can name many celebrities who show off their cats on social
media, although some cat names remain anonymous. One of the biggest cat people in showbiz is Taylor Swift who is never afraid to promote her cat family members by name. If right now you start following Taylor on social media, you'll want to catch up with deets about her cats. She often shows them
using her usual droll approach. Take a moment to see how many cats she has now and whether they need their own talent coaches after becoming famous. Taylor Swift | Frazer Harrison/Getty Images What are the names of Taylor's cats? As you can see from Taylor's Instagram, she now has three cats,
which are not as many as some think she has. The old joke that someone turns into a cat lady usually denotes that someone like Taylor owns half a dozen cats or more roaming freely around an apartment. At least Swift knows if you're going to give proper care to cats, having no more than a few is a
smarter approach to avoid her apartment being run over. You may already be familiar with Taylor's two former cats named after two famous TV characters. Both of these cats have been entertainingly featured on Swift's Instagram and Twitter accounts more than a few times. Considering how much they
are part of her life, it makes you wonder why they don't end up in one of her songs. A look at Olivia Benson and Meredith Grey Taylor's first two cats are Scottish board cats with the two famous names. Leave it to Swift to name them after two iconic female TV characters. It just happens so happens these
two characters are also two of the longest-living female characters on TV. Swift's cats aren't quite that old, but they're definitely beautiful if you've seen Taylor's photos. They are also a little quirky when you notice that Olivia likes to sit in an unusual way, almost like a human being. Meredith has been
photographed staring in an eerily intense way at the camera. Sure, it makes us wonder what's going on in Olivia and Meredith's heads. While we're sure they're still docile at heart, they can't realize how funny and unconventional they are in front of a camera lens. Since they've both appeared in Swift's
music videos, they may soon be able to claim their own agents. Oh, and if you're still wondering why Taylor gave her cats these names: that's because she's long been a fan of Law &amp; Order: SVU, and Grey's Anatomy. Adding Benjamin Button to the family Those of you who keep an eye on Taylor's
Instagram may have noticed a recent post of her being given a kitten on the set of her ME! Video. With the kitten intended as of the video plot, Swift fell in love with him immediately and knew that adoption was inevitable. She called him Benjamin Button, another almost classic pop culture character.
Despite the smart name, Swift seems to have a sixth sense of when she will bond with a new cat over any boyfriend. Not that most people who love cats usually can't tell immediately when they've tied up, usually at first sight. The most important thing is whether Benjamin can bond well with Olivia and
Meredith. For Taylor's cats to be a really happy family, having all of them ties just makes for a better household. Cats are notorious, though, for not always accepting new cats (or other animals) into the family if they are used to a particular set-up for years. Swift is likely to make it work when she
documents Benjamin's gradual assimilation. Hopefully she can create this device before she goes on a long world tour... unless the cats go with her. After being pretty low key in recent months, Taylor Swift is slowly stepping back into the spotlight. The Reputation songstress attended various events -
including the British Academy Film Awards (BAFTAs), and she has been much more active on social media as she has been in the past. Many fans believe that the Wildest Dreams singer is ready to release new music. But other fans believe that Swift and her actor beau, Joe Alwyn are about to get
engaged soon. Is Joe Alwyn preparing to propose to Taylor Swift soon? Swift and The Favourite actress have been hot and heavy for the past two years. But unlike the red singer's previous relationship - she and Alwyn have been extremely private and protective of their relationship. Although Swift



attended the BAFTAs to support her British bae - she didn't walk the red carpet with him. Since they've allowed their love story to blossom out of the public eye -it looks like the singer and actress might be ready to take things to the next level. A source close to the couple told US Weekly that Alwyn
definitely wants to marry Swift, and all the couple's friends only count the days until they get engaged. The insider explained: Joe wants to marry her and she wants to marry him. He's just waiting to find the perfect time to propose. He wants to make it unforgettable and extremely special. Taylor Swift's
engagement ring We don't know if Alwyn has already chosen Swift's engagement ring, but we know the fearless singer already has a certain design in mind. Although we're sure the necklace will be quite pricey (though perhaps not as expensive as J.Lo's $1 million engagement ring from Arod) -Swift
reportedly wants something classic and elegant. A source explained to US Weekly: 'She'd like something elegant and simple. When will Taylor Swift release her seventh album? Although she has romance in mind, TS7 is still on its way. The fans are that TS7 is on the way because the red songstress has
posted daily on her IG account - which she only does when she has something to share. Fans had expected to see TS7 later this fall. But because she's staring at the movie musical Cats , which will be released in the fall of 2019 - fans speculate that she doesn't want to release music at the same time.
The singer is also the April cover girl for both Elle US and Elle UK. According to Perez Hilton, we can expect to see Taylor Swift's new album before her 30th birthday on June 13. Apparently, the gossip mogul attended one of Swift's Reputation tour dates in May 2018 and suggested to her that she call her
next album on May 30. The songstress replied: Well, my next album will definitely be out until I'm 30. Check out the Cheat Sheet on Facebook!  Maybe the reason Taylor Swift has so many fans is that she's just so darn relatable. She keeps doing things that make us think, hey, she's just like me! Drunk
Taylor memes taking over social media is just one example of this pneumonia. Don't you believe us? Here's the evidence that Taylor Swift is relatable AF. Taylor Swift's songs are filled with relatable lyrics Taylor Swift | CBS via Getty Images Fans love Swift's music because they can see themselves in it.
There are so many lists online like 21 Taylor Swift Songs That Are Just Too Relatable, and 25 Relatable Taylor Swift Lyrics, proving she's just like us. Take these examples: In song 22, Swift says, We are happy, free, confused and lonely at the same time. It's miserable and magical. Who has not
experienced these conflicting feelings, especially in their early twenties? Sometimes we all feel happy about our achievements, but sad that we have no one to share it with. Swift gets it. The song Blank Space says: So it's going to be forever, or it's going to go down in flames... and I think we all
understand. It's the relationship that's so intense that it can only go two ways- whether it works or it ends disastrously. There is no apathy with these relationships, and just like Swift, we've all had one. Speaking of relationships, Swift's song, I Knew You Were Trouble, is one we've all experienced. Why is
it so easy to fall for the bad boy (or girl)? We know it will cause us pain, and yet we still can't resist. Even Swift knows it's true. Swift says that the most relatable things on Twitter tonight we wonder on twitter. — Taylor Swift (@taylorswift13) May 1, 2019 Do you follow Swift on Twitter? If you don't, you're
really missing out. That girl knows what's going on, and she's not afraid to say it. Her timeline is filled with funny observations about life that are so true. As at the time, Swift proved that she has irrational fear with his tweet about the ice machine. Swift wrote: Putting around in my place, reading cookbooks
and celebrating the fact that I am no longer afraid of the sound of my ice machine at night. We've all heard it crashed in the middle of the night that made our hearts stop. When Swift admitted that she also eats junk food and watches YouTube, we all felt less alone. She wrote: Amazing audience tonight in
OK City! Now I'm in bed watching kitten videos on YouTube. And also eat pretzels. Ok and also cookie dough. And for those of us with long hair, Swift knows the fight. Her tweet said: 'It's crazy to think about how many countries I've lost my hair ties in. While we may not lose hair bands around the world,
we can definitely confirm that there is a hair tie cemetery in the crack between the bed and the wall of our room. Swift also gets silly - or at least dances silly The latest way Swift has proved she's completely relatable was with her crazy dance moves at a party. While celebrating her 10 VMA nominations,
Swift held a party filled with celebrities to celebrate. But she doesn't go quite perfectly like some stars. Instead, Swift demonstrated that she was just like us when a video captured her, perhaps drunk, dancing, throwing her hair and plopping on the couch- just to keep dancing. The internet loved the Drunk
Taylor video so much that it became a meme, with tons of fans making relatable comparisons between the video and their lives. She even posted about it on Instagram. Threw a party to celebrate with people who did ME! &amp; YNTCD videos with me- and we had so much fun that Drunk Taylor is
trending on Twitter. Bowl. Swift's down-to-earth personality earns her tons of support and proves she's going to be relevant for a long time. Time.
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